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EDITORIAL MESSAGE
The Editorial Board is delighted to present its unique creation in the
form of Alumni Newsletter. There is now a sizable diaspora of SRM IST,
Ramapuram graduates spread across the country, indeed the world,
people

who

have,

in

one

way

or

another

made

us

proud

of

their

accomplishments. This newsletter is designed to celebrate the success
stories of our alumni and also to provide a snapshot of the campus
events

Any institutions' alumni
are key to its growth. We
are focused on giving a
global experience to our
students.

to

keep

our

alumni

connected.

The

newsletter

will

keep

its

alumni updated with activities of the Institute.
This inaugural issue provides brief insights on the important events
held up to May, 2020 and upcoming campus events. We would be looking
forward to hear your achievements so as to provide a whole lot of
motivation

for

the

current

students.

With

all

the

hard

work

and

valuable contributions put in by the faculty and the students, we hope
that the newsletter will offer some interesting readings to its alumni.

Your Alma
matter is like a
mother,
patiently
accept all your
hoots but
proudly boasts
your
achievements
to the world...

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

no wonder
why our Alma
matter is

Dear Alumni

It

is

Association.

my
The

pleasure

to

association

welcome
solely

you

to

SRM

IST

Alumni

exists

to

help

our

alumni

andthe University to strengthen the network to achieve higher

Our Alumni Association can help in staying connected to the
friends and to the vast resources available here, including the
faculty whoguided, to our libraries, seminars and symposia, web
social

media,

extraordinary

variety

of

workshops,

guest

lectures and cultural programs. The resources are designed to
support in pursuing the post-academic life and career. This is
structured

home.
-

laurels.

sites,

called a second

to

help

our

alumni

to

bemore

successful

as

your

success is our success.
I encourage youall to stay connected and make yourself and
SRMIST stronger.

DR. R. Shivakumar M.D. Ph.D
Chairman

Ansuman

Wherever you
go and
whatever ends
you pursue,
you must
always fulfill
the trust
reposed in you
by your

CO-CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

nation, your
parents and
your alma

Dear Alumni

As Co-Chairman of the Alma Mater, I have always been
extremely

proud

of

our

alumni

achievements.

SRMIST

has

developed by leaps and bounds since you graduated from here.
We

are

aware

that

the

degree

of

competitiveness

in

professional education has changed in the last decade. It is the
essence of the change and striving for quality that drives the
institution towards the journey of excellence. I welcome all of you
wholeheartedly to join hands in supporting our various endeavors
by all means of interaction.
I am looking forward to see the active participation of each
one of you, in the near future.

Mr.S Niranjan
Co-Chairman
SRMIST, Ramapiram

mater
Samar
Mubarakmand

We were able

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE

to provide
housing to all
who need it.

Dear Alumni

SRMIST is on the path of rapid growth which is necessary to
sustain in the extremely competitive arena of higher education in
India. We wish to take all the important stakeholders along with
us on this exciting journey. Alumni are an integral part of our
ecosystem and it is extremely important for us to stay in touch.
As the Director,
I am keen to build and strengthen SRMIST’s relationship with
its alumni. Our alumni continue to bring laurels to our institute.
We also look forward to your feedback and suggestions for the

We've had
incredibly
generous offers
from alumni
for housing.
-

betterment of the institution.
You are also invited to visit the alma mater along with your
family or batch mates to cherish the nostalgic moments of your

Noel
Gallagher

student life.

Dr.V.Subbiah Bharathi
Director
SRMIST, Ramapuram

We can
do it if
they
[our alumni]
help us.
Once we
get it going,

DEAN MESSAGE

then it can
snowball.

Dear Alumni

-

At this outset, I am overwhelmed to share my happiness in
conducting the Alumni Meet at SRMIST, Ramapuram.
True is the quote of Mr.John F.Kennady who says

"

I think

the success of any institute can be measured by the contribution
the alumni make to our National Life", Our alumni are wide spread
across
various

the

geographies.

fields

will

Your

bring

good

laurels

work

not

only

across
to

the

you,

globe

but

in

almost

happiness to your alma matter. Good Luck and stay connected
with us!.
Its great opportunity for the younger generation to get
industrial exposure from their own superheros.

Dr.M.Murali Krishna
B.E, M.Tech., Ph.D., MISTE.,FIE.,C.Engg
Dean-E& T

Jim Mullally

Sometimes
people
graduate but
they don't
leave. They
hang around

DEAN - ALUMNI MESSAGE

for years, for
no reason. I

Dear alumni
I hope that this note finds you healthy and safe during
these very difficult pandemic times.
I

am

Technology,
Meet

delighted

Ramapuram

to

learn

campus

that
is

SRMIST,

organizing

Engineering
virtual

&

Alumni

Rendezvous 2021”. Such meets help faculty to catch up with

ghosts like
that, I decided.

“

the alumni. It also helps the alumni to renew and strengthen their
bond

would think of

with

the

alma

mater.

It

is

the

time

to

recap

long

lost

friendships and bygone memories.
The institution has made rapid strides in accreditation,
academics, research, placement and other activities. The alumni
have contributed a lot towards each of these. I wish that you
make frequent visits to the university to share your experiences
with the students. Your avenue for contributions can be many

-

academic, placement, internship, general motivation etc.
We are also aware that many of you are giving tech talks
and motivational lectures for the current students; also, that you
are making notable contributions at your work place which we
are proud of. Continue to do so and bring laurels to the institute.
Kindly get in touch with us for any support that you need, we are
always there for you.
Best wishes!
Dr. S. Usha Menon
Dean-Alumni Affairs
SRM Group of Institutions
Ramapuram Campus

Maureen
Johnson
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ALUMNI MEET - CSE
Text and photos by Crissa Stuart
Since you're dealing with properties,
remember to leave plenty of room in
your layout for pictures. You want
clients to see a property and wish they'd
learn more about it. You can emphasize
an image by leaving enough space
between the picture and the text or try
using a border to frame and draw
attention to it.

I
Think the
success of any
school can be
measured by
the
contribution
the alumni

Department of Computer Science and Engineering

make to our

has organized a Virtual Alumni Meet on 11.06.2020

National

(Thursday) from 6.00 p.m to 7.30 p.m in Zoom Platform

Life

during this Pandemic period.
The day was filled with twittering voices from alumni
recalling the memories of good old memorable days. It was
an accumulation of alumni from diverse background and
it feels proud looking at your current position and working
status.

John
F.Kennady
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ALUMNI MEET - IT
Text and photos by Crissa Stuart
Since you're dealing with properties,

Every

remember to leave plenty of room in
your layout for pictures. You want

Traveler has a

clients to see a property and wish they'd

home of its

learn more about it. You can emphasize
an image by leaving enough space

own, and he

between the picture and the text or try
using a border to frame and draw

learns to

attention to it.

appreciate it
SRM INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
RAMAPURAM

CAMPUS-CHENNAI,

Department

of

Information Technology has organized a virtual alumni meet
on 13th June 2020 ( Saturday ) from 12 noon to 2pm during
this pandemic period in Zoom. The alumni meet is conducted
every year to connect with alumni and celebrate their success
and achievements. They will also get an opportunity to share
stories and see the faces of their batch mates.
The planned objective was to interact with alumni, plan
for future events, conduct Alumni Satisfaction Survey, take
Alumni Feedback etc and the event was conducted successfully.

the more from
its wandering
Charles
Dickens
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ALUMNI MEET - EEE

Commencement

Text and photos by Crissa Stuart

speeches were
invented

Since you're dealing with properties,
remember to leave plenty of room in

largely in the

your layout for pictures. You want
clients to see a property and wish they'd

belief that

learn more about it. You can emphasize
an image by leaving enough space

OUTGOING

between the picture and the text or try
using a border to frame and draw

college students

attention to it.

should never be
SRM INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

released into

of

the wolrd until

electrical and electronics Engineering has organized a

they have been

Virtual Alumni Meet on 19.06.2020 (Thursday) from 6.00

properly

RAMAPURAM

CAMPUS-CHENNAI,

Department

p.m to 7.30 p.m in Zoom Platform during this Pandemic
period.
The day was filled with twittering voices from alumni
recalling the memories of good old memorable days. It was
an accumulation of alumni from diverse background and it
feels proud looking at your current position and working
status.

SEDATED
-

Garry
Trudeau
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ALUMNI MEET - ECE
Text and photos by Crissa Stuart
Since you're dealing with properties,
remember to leave plenty of room in
your layout for pictures. You want
clients to see a property and wish they'd
learn more about it. You can emphasize
an image by leaving enough space
between the picture and the text or try
using a border to frame and draw
attention to it.

We do not
need magic to
change the
world, we
carry all the
power we need
inside
ourselves

Department of Electronics and Communication
Engineering has organized a Virtual Alumni Meet on
05.06.2020 (Thursday) from 2.00 p.m to 5.30 p.m in
Zoom Platform during this Pandemic period.

already: we
have the
power to
imagine better

The day was filled with twittering voices from alumni
recalling the memories of good old memorable days. It was
an accumulation of alumni from diverse background and
it feels proud looking at your current position and working
status.

JK Rowling
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ALUMNI MEET - MECH
Text and photos by Crissa Stuart
Since you're dealing with properties,
remember to leave plenty of room in

There are

your layout for pictures. You want
clients to see a property and wish they'd

far, far

learn more about it. You can emphasize

better

an image by leaving enough space
between the picture and the text or try

things

using a border to frame and draw
attention to it.

ahead than
any

SRM

INSTITUTE

OF

SCIENCE

AND

TECHNOLOGY,

RAMAPURAM CAMPUS-CHENNAI, Department of Mechanical
Engineering has organized a Virtual Alumni Meet on 15.06.2020
(Monday) from 6.00 p.m to 9.00p.m in Zoom Platform during this
In the welcome address, Mr.Uthirapathy C, AP/ Mech invited
Dr.Selvakumar/Dean
Principal

Admin,

leave
behind
-

Pandemic period.

Dr.Srinivasan/Vice

we

E&T,
Principal

Dr.Usha
Academic,

Dr.K.C.Udaiyakumar,

Menon/Dean-Alumni,
Dr.J.Jagadeesan/Vice
HOD/Mech

alumni's for the meeting with a ease of pleasure.

and

all

C.S.Lewis
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ALUMNI MEET - CIVIL
Text and photos by Crissa Stuart

"

Since you're dealing with properties,

You just

remember to leave plenty of room in
your layout for pictures. You want

don't know

clients to see a property and wish they'd
learn more about it. You can emphasize

how

an image by leaving enough space
between the picture and the text or try

magnificent

using a border to frame and draw
attention to it.

you might be.
'Think Big'

SRMIST, Department of Civil Engineering has organized a Virtual
Alumni Meet on 15.06.2020 (Monday) from 6.00 p.m to 9.00p.m in
In the welcome address, Mr.Rameshwaran, AP/ Civil invited
Dr.Srinivasan/Vice

E&T,
Principal

Dr.Usha

Menon/

Academic,

Dean-Alumni,

Dr.J.Jagadeesan/Vice

Principal Admin, Dr.T.Ch.Madhavi, HOD/Civil and all alumni's
for the meeting with a ease of pleasure.

John

Zoom Platform during this Pandemic period.
Dr.Selvakumar/Dean

"

Caldwell

ALUMNI INTERACTION
ARUN PRAKASH,

MECH BATCH 2010-2014
Department of Mechanical Engineering has
organized an Alumni Lecture Series 2020 on
the Title "Awareness program on Building
Information Modelling (BIM) as a Career" on
22.06.2020 (Monday) from 2.00 p.m to 3.30p.m
in Zoom Platform during this Pandemic period.

DEBOJYOTI MAITY

MECH BATCH 2011-2015
Department of Mechanical Engineering
has organized an Alumni Lecture Series
2020 on the Title " Role of Mechanical
Engineers " on 10.08.2020 from 6.00 p.m
to 7.30p.m in Zoom Platform during this
Pandemic period.

A.VIGNESH

EEE BATCH, 2016-2020
Department
of
Electrical
and
Electronics Engineering organized an
interactive session with an Alumni for
EEE students titled “APPTITUTE
PREPRATION AND CORE COMPANYS
EXPECTATIONS ” on 19.03.21

ALUMNI INTERACTION
TANMAY SWAIN,

MECH BATCH 2011-2015
Department of Mechanical Engineering has
organized an Alumni Talk on the Title
"Difference between a Job and a Career- The
role of Learning and Transferable Skills" on
5.03.2021 from 10.00 a.m to 11.00a.m.

PRIYANGSHU SAHARIA
MECH BATCH 2014-2018

Department of Mechanical Engineering
has organized an Alumni Talk on the
Title " How to prepare for Placement
Drives " on 22.09.2020 from 6.00 p.m to
7.30p.m.

KRISHNA THIRUVENGADAM
MECH BATCH, 2011-2015
Department of Mechanical Engineering
organized
a
workshop
on
"Entrprenuership and Innovation as
Career Opportunity" on 10.11.20 from
10.00am to 12.15pm.

ALUMNI INTERACTION
YUGAL K PANDEY,

EEE BATCH 2009-2013

Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering organized an interactive session
with an Alumni for EEE students titled
“Opportunities in Telecommunication” on
04.07.2019 .

THARN TEJ REDDY

ECE BATCH 2011-2015

The event based on the Alumini talk on
“AI and Industry Driven Applications”
was organised by Department of
Electronics
and
Communication
Engineering on 25-02-2021

BALA KUMAR

ECE BATCH, 2016-2020
Alumni talk on “Opportunties in
Higher Education” focusing on starting
step in choosing the right universities
abroad and the necessities required to
apply to the universities organinzed by
Department
of
Electronics
and
Communication Engineering on 25-022021

ALUMNI INTERACTION
SATHESH KUMAR SINGH
EEE BATCH 2015-2019

Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering organized an interactive session
with an Alumni for EEE students titled
“opportunities for Btech students in indian
navy” on 04.07.2019 .

RASHI SINGH

EEE BATCH 2012-2016
The event based on the Alumini talk on
“skill development related to placements
and higher studies” was organised by
Department of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering on 01.07.19 .

GANDEADTHITHYA

EEE BATCH, 2012-2016
Alumni talk on "Preparation towards
core
company"
organinzed
by
Department
of
Electrical
and
Electronics Engineering on 30-07-2019.

ALUMNI INTERACTION
ADHITYA RAAM SANKAR ,
CSE BATCH 2012-2016

Department
of
Computer
Science
and
Engineering organized an interactive session
with an Alumni for CSE students titled
“Unconventionally Shaping Your Dreams” on
08.03.2021 from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AM

UMANG SONI

CSE BATCH 2011-2015
The event based on the Alumini talk on
“The dreamers and the doers” was
organised by Department of Computer
Science and Engineering on 15-03-2021
from 11:30 AM to 12:30 PM

NAGARJUN V

CSE BATCH, 2016-2020
Alumni talk on “My Journey towards
career” conducted by Department of
Computer Science and Engineering on
02-02-2021 from 10:30 AM to 11:30
AM

ALUMNI INTERACTION
HARSHA RAJAN

CSE BATCH 2016-2020
Department
of
Computer
Science
and
Engineering organized an interactive session
with an Alumni for CSE students titled
“Motivational speech regarding placement” on
29-06-2020 at 11:30am

ARAVIND SAIRAM

CSE BATCH 2015-2019

The event based on the Alumini talk on
“Motivational
speech
regarding
placement and entrepreneurship” was
organised by Department of Computer
Science and Engineering on 30-06-2020
at 11:00AM

MANONMANI L

CSE BATCH, 2015-2019
Alumni talk on “Career In Top MNCs”
conducted by Department of Computer
Science and Engineering on 02-072020 at 10:30am

ALUMNI INTERACTION
BOYAPATI KUMAR

ECE BATCH 2015-2019

Department of Electronics and Communication
Engineering organized an interactive session
with an Alumni for ECRE students titled
“Alumni talk on Dream Jobs” on 26 February
2021 at 2:00pm

RISHITHA ANGALURI
ECE BATCH 2015-2019

The event based on the Alumini talk on
“Alumni talk on how to build a
professional resume” was organised by
Department
of
Electronics
and
Communication Engineering on 1st
march 2021

V. JAGANNATHAN

ECE BATCH, 2015-2019
Alumni talk on “Android APP
Development”
conducted
by
Department
of
Electronics
and
Communication Engineering on 03
December 2020 from 3.00 pm to 4.00
pm

ALUMNI INTERACTION
AMAN SHAH

CIVIL BATCH 2015-2019
The department of Civil Engineering conducted
a workshop on "Entrepreneurship" on July 1
2020 from 1:00PM to 2:30 PM exclusively for
Diploma, +2 and UG students.

ARVIND CHAUHAN

CIVIL BATCH 2015-2019
The department of Civil Engineering
conducted
a
webinar
on
“Apron
construction in airport” on July 28, 2020
from 10:00 to 11:30 AM

V. AKSHAY NAMBIAR
IT BATCH, 2012-2016

The Department of Information
technology,
SRMIST
Ramapuram
campus organized Alumni Talk on
Trends in Future Tech .The session was
taken by AkshayNambiar AISEC
International Inc Alumnus of SRMIST
Batch 2012-2016 Aditya ShendeZycus
Mumbai Alumnus of SRMIST Batch
2012-2016

ALUMNI INTERACTION
ISHAAN SINGH

IT BATCH 2014-2018
The Department of Information technology,
SRMIST Ramapuram campus organized a
webinar on Smart Art of Pursuing Jobs by the
Alumni of SRMIST Ramapuram Mr. Ishaan
Singh (2014 to 2018 Batch) Alumni. Ishaan sat
for 50+ job interviews, bagged 5 different job
offers and there were many things which he did
right and wrong.

CHAUDHARIROSHAN
IT BATCH 2016-2020

The
Department
of
Information
technology organized a webinar on My
story
Entrepreneurship/
Startup
founder
by
the
Alumni
Mr.ChaudhariRoshanShankarbhai (2016
to 2020 Batch) Alumni who is the
founder of Shankur Tech Pvt Ltd,
Ahmedabad Gujarat.

ANKITH TOMAR

IT BATCH, 2014-2018
The
Department
of
Information
technology, SRMIST Ramapuram campus
organized a International webinar on
Data Science and AI Jobs & Future Scope.
The Webinar was taken by AnkithTomar
(2014 to 2018) Batch Senior Dev Ops
engineer Bots4you, Siegen , North RhineWestphalia, Germany

ALUMNI INTERACTION
ANKUR GUPTA

IT BATCH 2014-2018
The Department of Information technology,
SRMIST Ramapuram campus organized a
webinar on How to plan for a start up and its
legal and ethical steps. The webinar was taken
by Mr.Ankur Gupta Alumni (2016-2020) Batch.
The session motivated the 3rd Year & 4th Year
students

HARISHYAM

IT BATCH 2014-2018
The
Department
of
Information
technology, SRMIST Ramapuram campus
organized a webinar on Entrepreneurship
Skills
&
Alumni
Webinar
on
entrepreneurship in 21st Century by the
Alumni
of
SRMIST
Ramapuram
Mr.HariShyam, 23 SOL Chief Technical
officer (2014 to 2018 Batch).

PRATHEEKSHA

IT BATCH, 2014-2018
The
Department
of
Information
technology, SRMIST Ramapuram campus
organized a webinar on “Motivational
Talk on SAP" "The session was taken by
Mr.Farag & Ms Pratheeksha Alumni
Students Batch (2015-2019)

Notable Alumni
SRMIST,

RAMAPURAM,

CHENNAI

SOURADEEP
DATTA
CIVIL 2015-2019

Company : ZS Associates
Profile : Senior Business
Operations Analyst

DR.VARUN
SHANKAR
CSE 2005-2009

Assistant Professor Lecturer in
the School of Computing (SoC)
at the University of Utah (UoU)

ADITHYA RAAM
SANKAR
CSE 2012-2016

Senior Cloud Engineer, Oracle
Corporation, Reston, VA

Notable Alumni
SRMIST,

RAMAPURAM,

CHENNAI

AWANISH KUMAR
CSE 2004-2008

Vice president, IT investment
management services,
State Street Corporation,
Sharon, Massachusetts,
USA.

SARASWATHI S
CSE 2013-2017

National steel industries
Managing director

THILAK DESIGH
CSE 2011-2015

Senior software Engineer,
Global Analytics India Private
Limited

Notable Alumni
SRMIST,

RAMAPURAM,

CHENNAI

SIMREET BEHERA
ECE 2015-2019

Company / Location:

Xilinx,

Dublin,Ireland
Designation: Product
Applications Engineer

ROBERT ANTONY
ECE 2005-2009

Placed Company through
College: IGATE Global Solutions
(Now Capgemini)
Present Company / Location:
Kapstone Technologies, LLC –
New Jersey, USA
Designation: Application Security
Architect

ARVIND
RAGHUNATHAN
EEE 2012-2016

Pursuing my masters at The
University of Melbourne Australia,

Notable Alumni
SRMIST,

RAMAPURAM,

CHENNAI

ROHIT RANJAN
VERMA
EEE 2015-2019

currently playing for Dk pharma
in Mumbai Elite division.
I am also an assistant coach of
Thapa Football Academy in thane
Suburbs

SANDEEP KUMAR
EEE 2011-2015

CURRENTLY WORKING AS.
ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
STATE TAX
IN BIHAR FINANCE SERVICE
(SCORED RANK 57 IN 63 BIHAR
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION)

NRIPANKA DAS
MECH 2010-2014

Mr. Nripanka is a World Record
Holder (Champions Book Of
World Records, OMG Book Of
Records, Assam Book Of Records,
Infinity Book Of Records,
Supreme Book Of World Records,
Credence Book Of World
Records, Victorious World
Records, Gems World Records).

Notable Alumni
SRMIST,

RAMAPURAM,

CHENNAI

KRISHNA
THIRUVENKADAM
MECH 2011-2015

CEO of DVERSE Labs, a
healthcare innovation company
based on artificial intelligence,
and have invented UVfy an
automated sterilizer against
hospital acquired infections

LAVISH GAUR
MECH 2014-2018

Current Position : Territory
Manager
Company :HERO MOTOR CORP
Location :Udaipur-Rajasthan

YUVIKA
MECH 2015-2019

Current Position :Learner for
getting commercial pilot's
license in Florida
Location :USA

Notable Alumni
SRMIST,

RAMAPURAM,

CHENNAI

ANKUR GUPTA
IT 2016-2020

Name of company : DHOBI G
Position: CEO

ABHISHEK UNIYAL
IT 2015-2019

Name of company : Fnplus
EduTech
Position: CEO

SOMESH KUMAR
IT 2015-2019

Name of company : Xongl Cloud
Pvt. Ltd.
Position: Co - Founder & CTO

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
Atul Anand
IT 2015-2019
Winner of 400 m race, Bronze in 200
m race and 4th place in 100 m race,
at Senior State Level Athletics
Championship and got selected for
the Nationals Championship which
is in August 2021 and getting a
chance to represent his state again.

Pradeep
Chakravarthy
CIVIL 2015 –
2019

Pursuing my higher studies
at the University of
Auckland, Newzealand and
also I am playing for
higher divition Cricket.

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS

Mr. Ravi Ranjan,
Founder and CEO,
*CinKod Technologies*
He started his renowned startup, Dhobi G in the 1st semester of
his engineering, when he faced a laundry issue himself.
Today, four years later, *Dhobi G* is awarded by University of
California, Berkeley, Uber & our own SRM IST Katankulathur.
Ravi, and his team, became the individuals, who attended the
Placements as employers and recruited Student from SRM IST
and VIT Vellore, when all their batch mates were looking for jobs
Ravi was also the president Logic Play Club.
He has introduced the blog page of Logic Play.
The vision behind the blog was focusing on educating the
juniors & creating awareness about Industry Version 4.0.

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
Mr.Pradeep C
CIVIL 2015-2019
Mr.Pradeep won cricket match from
Colombo Cricket Academy and also
he represented for Shan super stars
cricket club.

Mr.Pradeep
CIVIL 2014 – 2018
Winner in TAG 2017
Chennai Football
Tournament Event-Football
Achievement.

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
Mr.JeyaBalaji
Samuthiravelu
CSE 2012-2016
IT Developer - CS02 at Canada
Revenue Agency

Aruna
Parameshwwaran
CSE 2016 – 2020
Software Engineer - Intern
/ Support Engineer - Intern
at Amazon - 30 LPA - 2020
batch

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
SWETHA M
ECE 2012-2016
Designation: Engineer
Company Name: L &T Technology
Services
Company Place: Mysore

VIPUL KUMAR
YADAV
ECE 2016 – 2020
Higher education: M.TECH
from IIT DELHI in optical
fiber communication
Working company: DFCCIL
under the ministry of
railway
Location : DELHI INDIA

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
Swetha Thilakar
EEE 2016-2020
In 2017 I won Miss Tamil Chennai
title.

Kiran Gulzar
EEE 2015 – 2019
Apart from working in
Capgemini, I enrolled
myself in various
competitions, until I won
“Face of Chennai 2021”

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
R.Venkatagiri
MECH 2014-2018
Won first place in Micromouse
Robot Challenge at World Robotics
Championship - Technoxian 2018,
conducted in New Delhi.

Krishna
Thiruvengadam
MECH 2011 – 2015
receiving Cll-3M young
innovator challenge Award
and 1 lakh cash price from
Mr. Kris Gopalakrishnan
(Vice chairman of Infosys) at
13th innovation summit held
at Bangalore.
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ram mohan
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dilip kumar
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dilip kumar

EEE-2016-2020,
Photography

EEE-2016-2020,
Photography

EEE-2016-2020,
Photography

abhay prakaSh
IT - 2014-2018,
ART Work

adhitya
gailashi
MECH-2015-2019,
Book Publications
ISBN-13: 9789389932829

JUNE 28, 2020
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abhay prakaSh
IT - 2014-2018,
ART Work

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS

R A J A SREE K - ECE
I am glad to be part of SRM
University and I am
profoundly grateful to the
ECE department faculties for
giving me unconditional
support and also for helping
me to add value to my career
by providing me the exact
academic and corporate
exposure. Intensive
placement training given to
us helped me to bag a job in
TCS. SRM undoubtedly
played a huge role in
transforming me to a
professional engineer.

SIDDH A RTH - ECE
SRM provides a platform for
students to hone their
academic as well as cocurricular skills. It succeeds
in offering a beneficial
learning experience with an
experienced faculty team
striving to maximize
student's learning potential.

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS

SRILEKH A - ECE
I"As an Electronics and
Communication engineer, one of
the most important experience at
SRM would be the opportunity
given by the institution to do my
final year project at the National
Small Industries Corporation
(NSIC). This gave me a direct
exposure to the industry and
allowed me to apply concepts
learnt in the classroom directly on
an industrial project. The project
aimed at powering mobile towers
using a hybrid power generator (a
combination of solar and wind
energy) and was my first exposure
to 'Sustainability' - the most
popular trend towards which the
world is heading towards. Thank
you SRM for being a beacon of
guidance and support ! "

L A KSHMI - ECE

Joining SRM Ramapuram was
one of the best decisions I’ve
made in my life. It is rightly
said that college years play a
very important role in one’s life.
SRM Ramapuram has not only
improved my knowledge
academically but also helped
me to grow as a person. The
confident and self-sufficient
person I am today, I owe it to all
my teachers, friends and
colleagues. I was always
challenged with opportunities
to take part in various
symposiums and extracurricular activities. The
education and experience I
received helped me obtain
successful employment. I am
very proud to be a part of such a
distinguished institution.
.

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS

A.

SOUMIY A- CSE

Where you study is as
important as what you
study and in that respect, I
am truly happy that I got to
do my B. tech at SRM
University, Ramapuram.
Incredibly inspiring
professors, state of art
facilities, superb campus
culture and amazing
friends, my 4 years at SRM
is a time I’ll always cherish.

S A Y A N GOSW A MI
CSE

-

SRM University, Ramapuram
was not just a place for me.
I came here as a kid with two
National Awards wanting to
learn how to be successful. I left
as a much more evolved person,
with ambitions higher than
anything else. It was all because
of the constant support from
various faculties and to the
friends I hold close to my heart
and always will.
It was not just college for me, It
was a journey. And journeys are
all about the memories you
make.
My time at SRM Ramapuram is
something I will cherish for a
lifetime.
.
.

THIL A K DESINGH SG -

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS

CSE
Time flies, but memories
don’t. SRM University,
Ramapuram has a special
place in my life’s timeline for
paving my career both
professionally and businesswise. Placements is one of the
best aspects about SRM,
where students can get their
dream job with right
preparation. With a good job
at my pocket, I was able to
focus on my baby startups,
Chennai Used Books and
Manifest Services, which
were well appreciated by
SRM Alumni department.
Thanks SRM, for the sweet
memories, appreciations and
support.
.

L A ISHW A RY A - CSE
SSRM University, Ramapuram
is a place that lets you create
memories for life. From being
able to interact with people
from all around to finding your
passion, this place offers it all.
Equipped with a great set of
faculties and students, it makes
way for an abundance of
opportunities. My personal
experience with SRM
Ramapuram is something I will
treasure for life.
.
.

LIVIC - YOR IRTIRAHD

-NAFRI

DAMAHOM

LIVIC
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J A Y A NTH J A IR A M
BOKDE - CIVIL
Its been a wonderful journey at
department of civil engineering
SRMIST, Ramapuram. Our
college has well equiped labs,
dogital library, healthy food
and many more. Our college
also ensures that students are
well aware and equipped with
the latest techniology and
skills. One such programme is a
foriegn language programme
that enables students to learn ,
Germanm, French, Spanish,
Japanese and other forign
language. This indded helps the
students to gain global
exposures and also opens lot of
job opportunities abroad.

MRIG A NK RISH A V EEE

SRM Institute of Science and
Technology, Ramapuram
campus has been the most
electrifying journey of my life.
It has been an institute which
has helped me nurture my skills
as an engineer. SRM has given
me the support and confidence
to grow both personally and
professionally. The professors
of Electrical and Electronics
Engineering have supported
and motivated me throughout
my engineering. Our college
campus is situated in the heart
of the city with greenery
around and provides various
types of facilities which
includes well equipped
Laboratories, Hospital, Bank,
Auditorium, Hostels, Library
etc.

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS

ROSH A N DH A S - EEE
The academic experience with a
world class infrastructure and
excellent faculty at SRM
University RAMAPURAM has
endured me with a lifelong
career excellence. The
exceptional programmes and
teaching methodologies backed
by practical skills and industry
interface have given me the
confidence to pursue my career
ahead. The all-time support and
motivation of the faculty
members of SRM throughout
the beautiful journey. The
department of EEE helps me to
SRM University, Ramapuram
mould into a professional
gave me immense opportunities
person from school going
to grow as an individual as well
student.
as a professional. The staff of
.
Electricals and Electronics
.
Engineering Department were
very helpful in developing new
project ideas, clearing concepts
Aand above all, constantly
motivating us to shape
ourselves as better Engineers. I
got the opportunity to interact
with students from all over
India who came long way to get
good quality education and
future. The institution has each
and every thing a student
would desire for – spacious
classrooms, enormous library,
Labs, basketball courts,
carefully designed curriculum,
and friendly and
knowledgeable professors. I
thank SRM University for the
person I am and for the
recognition it has provided me.
.

SREE VIDY

EEE
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YUVIK A - MECH
I was a student at SRM and was
a student of mechanical
engineering. SRM has students
coming in from every part of
the country and is truly a
melting pot. The life skills and
lessons I've learned from being
in that environment is
something that'll always keep
me going. I am currently
working on getting my
commercial pilot's license in
Florida, USA.
.

PR A SH A NT J S MECH

My time at SRM University truly
changed who I am and who I
still want to become
professionally and personally.
The culture at SRM University
fostered the sharing of ideas,
critical discussions, and
collaboration among students
and faculty across a wide range
of interests. I think it’s rare to
find a large group of people
with entirely different
methodological and theoretical
backgrounds enthusiastically
discuss a common topic. What I
loved about the faculty was that
they always entertained new
ideas no matter where they
came from; even if, and
especially when, they were
challenging their own work. Not
only did I learn from my
faculty, I learned equally from
my fellow peers who became my
friends and family and with
whom I still work with and
learn from today

ALUMNI TESTIMONIALS

SRM has always been a home
away from home. The course
curriculum offered is very
beneficial. It’s regularly
updated to train the students
based on industry
requirements. SRM gives equal
importance to extra curricular
activities and encourages
students. I feel, the department
enhances the skills possessed
by each individual and brings
out the best in them. Being a
girl, i was sceptical about
opting for mechanical! But the
guidance given by the
department and the care they
take for their students is just so
overwhelming, especially there
were many lab sessions which
exposed us to different
machines used in thid field.
.

S A NDHY A P - MECH

UTT A R AA K - MECH

Being an NRI, I was initially
anxious to start my B. Tech
journey in SRM, Chennai. But as
soon as I joined, I was in a very
stimulating and motivational
environment. The staff in the
Ramapuram campus were
available for subject related
discussions at all times and
acted not only as lecturers but
as our guides as well.
At the end, I was a confident
individual who attended all my
placement interviews and aced
them

SRMIST - RAMAPURAM
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